
PHOTOGRAPHY 
PROPOSAL



I’m Mederic, French living in 
Singapore for over 3 years.

I always had a passion, since 
young, for taking pictures .

For the passed 3 years I have 
focused more on portrait 
photography

https://www.instagram.com/crimson_med/
https://mederic.me


CAMERA
● Sony A7RIII
● CANON EOS 700D

DIFFERENT LENSES
● F4.0 / 24mm-70mm
● F4.0 / 16mm - 35mm
● F1.8 / 50mm

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
● 2 Neewer LED Softbox Studio Lights
● 2 Aputure MC RGB Portable Lights
● 1 Aputure AL-MX White Portable Light
● 1 Yongnuo RBG Portable Light



A vintage distorted take on street photography 
with a 90s vibe.

Locations:

- Overeasy
- Bar backstreets

Colors:

- Not too vibrant, more on the orange, dark 
blue, grainy.









Locations:

- Pool

Outfits:

- Two three outfits (one piece, two piece)
- Accessories (book, hat, cardigan, flamingo)

Colors:

- Warm Tones
- Sunset







Putting the color red in perspective.

Locations:

- Green Heart
- Abandoned Building / Tunnel

Colors:

- Red dress / Outfit should stand out on a 
green / brown background







Locations:

- Abandoned Building / Rooftop

Outfits:

- Lingerie or loose clothing (up to how 
comfortable you are).

- Red / Black lingerie with white top can look 
cool with a checkered or black skirt.

Colors:

- Warm Tones with some golden hour shots
- For red / black outfit colder tones to 

emphasize the outfit.







Close up portraits using neon lights.

Locations:

- Steet
- Studio / Indoor

Colors:

- White outfit a little revealing so that we get 
light reflection on the skin.

- Bralette per later examples







Looking at the shoot process
- Planning
- Wardrobe
- The Shoot
- Post Shoot
- Online Publication



Each photoshoot has a planning phase. This is 
where the photographer and model work 
together to come up with an idea / theme for the 
shoot. 

If any themes or outfits or anything else causes 
any discomfort to the model or photographer it 
is important to say so at this stage. 



Depending on the theme chosen during 
planning, some scenes might require props or 
specific outfits.

Ideally it is good to have around 2-3 outfits per 
shoot as this give variety in the pictures.



On the shoot date the model and photographer 
will meet up at the pre-decided meeting point.

From there the photographer will go over the 
process and explain a little more in details the 
various scenes and locations that will be used.

If at any point during the shoot the model or 
photographer have some ideas they should not 
feel shy to speak out and explain it. 



From here there is two possibilities:

1. The model and photographer can sit 
down together and go through the 
picture.

2. The photographer will upload pictures to 
Google Photos. From there the model can 
select the pictures they would like to 
prioritize for edits.

The photographer will then edit the selected 
pictures.



When posting on social media please do tag 
each other when possible to help share the art 
created through the photoshoot session.

If a model would like their picture taken down 
from any social platform please feel free to ask 
the photographer.




